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Answers to Members' Queries. 
 
Identity of 'W&W' perfin   Bulletin 321 (Dec.2002) N.I. Page 211. 
 
In the New Identity pages this perfin, W&W, W7950.03 had been  
reported on a piece of a receipt dated 12-9-27 with just the letter 
' ...... ilson Ltd'. Postmarks on loose stamps were Croydon. It is known  
that this perfin was in use from 1900 to 1930. 
 
Walter Green wrote in to say that he was sure the firm were WILSON  
LTD, George Street, Croydon, a firm who were specialists in Tea &  
Coffee. They also had a cafe in George Street. 
 
Once again 1 passed these details onto John Nelson to see if he could  
come up with further information about the first (or second) 'W' in the  
perfin. He was unable to find anything of relevance in his directories.  
Now we have a possibility, is there anyone else with local knowledge of  
the area who can suggest why the two 'Ws'? 
 
Is It Really 'CLIVE & Co'?   Bulletin 330 Page 27 
 
Mike Hempsall sent his 'once joined' vertical pair of stamps to Roy  
Gault for his inspection. Roy has this reply. 
 

The illustration in the Bulletin ( 329 N.I. Page 240) was  
re-constructed from a number of loose examples so it's likely to be a  
little inaccurate. It was placed against a background strip of three to  
explain the 'gap' in the "CLI VE' lettering. It was only intended as a  
quick visual reference. 
 

After analysing your stamps closely, I'm 100% positive that they 
 once read "CLIVE &" rather than "..VE &CLI.."  For the purpose of  
the following I've called the example with "CLI V" the "C" stamp, and  
"VE &" the "&" stamp. 
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[a]  There are two long perfs near the base of the "V" on the "C" stamp  
which marry with two short perfs at the base of the "V" on the "&"  
stamp. Joining the stamps by matching the long and short  
perforations automatically makes it read "CLIVE &". 

 
[b]  If you overlay precisely one stamp on top of the other, (matching the 

stamp perforations exactly), you can see that the holes forming  
the base of the 'L' align with the holes forming the base of the "E". 
There is no ½mm difference. Sliding one of the stamps by one  
stamp perforation will show all 7 pins of the 'L' lining up with the 
corresponding pins forming the "E". Hence there is no discernible 
misalignment between the "CLI" and 'VE' portions of the  
re-constructed die. 

 
[c]  The re-joining the two stamps the 'other' way round seems to the  

naked eye to match the 'nibbled' edge of the "&" stamp with the  
"C" of the "C" stamp breaking through the stamp perforations. 
However, this places the "&" uncomfortably close to the "C", and  
is highly unlikely to have been made like this. 

 
[d.]  Finally, your enlarged illustration of the two stamps matched as  

point [c] above show the holes to the back of the "C" would have to  
be elongated/oval to connect to the 'nibbled' portions of the '&'  
stamp. Again, this is not likely. 

 
But what can we take from this, apart from the (near?) complete  

and the date extension to c1915. There is another possibility in that  
the die could have been in two lines, i.e. "CLIVE &/Co". If so, the two  
part-holes breaking into the stamp perforations next to the "&" could be  
the part of the "C" of "CLIVE' from a neighbouring strike. However,  
I'll stick with "CLIVE &" until more examples come to light. 

 

 
C4523.01 (Blanket Die) 




